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The Impact of PLoS Pathogens
John Young*, Kasturi Haldar

s we approach the second
anniversary of the launch of
PLoS Pathogens, it is evident
that the journal has rapidly established
itself as an important publication in
the ﬁeld of pathogen–host interactions
(Image 1). We attribute this success to
the commitment and motivation of our
talented editorial board, to a receptive
community (Table 1) who sees this as a
leading open-access journal, and to a
highly competent and helpful staff at
the Public Library of Science.
Our initial impact factor, recently
assigned by Thomson Scientiﬁc
(formerly Thomson ISI), is 6.056. For an
initial metric calculated from just four
months of data, this is a strong start,
and we fully expect it to rise rapidly as
more information becomes available.
But, we also caution about reading
too much into impact factor values
because of inherent ﬂaws that exist
with using this number to measure the
impact of any given paper. We
recognize that journal impact factors
are so often used as a surrogate
measure of the quality of a given
scientist and his or her work,
inﬂuencing hiring, promotion, and
even grant funding decisions, and for
these reasons we think it is important
to raise awareness about what impact
factors measure.
The journal impact factor for any
given year is calculated based on
information obtained from the
preceding two years. For example, for
2007:

A

Impact Factor ð2007Þ ¼ ðTotal Number
of Citations in Journal X; 20052006Þ
divided by ðNumber of Citable
Articles in Journal X; 20052006Þ
It is self-evident that this formula
fails to reveal the signiﬁcance of any
given paper. Instead, the calculated
number represents an average number
of citations for a paper in the journal.
In other words, the highest impact
papers are given an artiﬁcially low
ranking by this system, whereas papers
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Image 1.
XMRV-infected stromal cells are detected in prostate tumor sections by fluorescence in situ
hybridization. Green represents XMRV nucleic acid, and blue represents DAPI-stained nuclei.
Credit: Photo by Ross J. Molinaro.
doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.0030145.g001

with the least impact are assigned a
greater impact value than they deserve.
Confounding this problem, review
articles, which are highly visible and
citable, artiﬁcially inﬂate the ‘‘impact’’
of the lesser-cited research articles in
the same journal. Also, the method by
which ‘‘citable articles’’ are calculated
in the denominator of this equation is
unclear and needs to be made
transparent so that the community can
become more conﬁdent about the
nature of the differences that exist
between the impact of distinct journals.
Clearly, a more scientiﬁcally rigorous
methodology must be developed if we
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Table 1. Top Ten Downloaded Papers from PLoS Pathogens, September 2005 to July 2007
Rank

Corresponding
Author

Article
Type

Title

Total Number
of Downloads

1
2
3

Schiller
McFadden
DeRisi

Research
Review
Research

9,488
8,187
7,500

4
5

Zychlinsky
Holland

Research
Research

6

Bavari

Research

7

Weiser

Research

Pederson
Westaway
Finlay

Research
Review
Review

Carrageenan Is a Potent Inhibitor of Papillomavirus Infection
Modulation of Tumor Necrosis Factor by Microbial Pathogens
Identification of a Novel Gammaretrovirus in Prostate Tumors of Patients
Homozygous for R462Q RNASEL Variant
Human Neutrophils Kill Bacillus anthracis
A Novel Bacterium Associated with Lymphadenitis in a Patient with
Chronic Granulomatous Disease
Gene-Specific Countermeasures against Ebola Virus Based on Antisense
Phosphorodiamidate Morpholino Oligomers
The Role of Innate Immune Responses in the Outcome of Interspecies
Competition for Colonization of Mucosal Surfaces
Prions Adhere to Soil Minerals and Remain Infectious
The Expanding Universe of Prion Diseases
Crossing the Line: Selection and Evolution of Virulence Traits

8
9
10

6,396
6,391
6,390
6,373
6,362
6,238
5,896

doi:10.1371/journal.ppat.0030145.t001

are to accurately quantify the true
impact of a given paper. Several
alternative mechanisms have been
proposed, including measuring the
number of downloads of a paper over
the Internet, and we will not elaborate
further on these ideas here. However, if
you would like to learn more, we
encourage you to read the articles cited
at the end of this editorial [1–4].
In closing, we are grateful to you for
establishing PLoS Pathogens as a leading
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open-access journal. On behalf of the
editorial board we thank you, the
community, for your conﬁdence in the
journal and for your continued
support. &
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